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ABSTRACT: One major challenge in synthetic biology is the
deleterious impacts of cellular stress caused by expression of
heterologous pathways, sensors, and circuits. Feedback control and
dynamic regulation are broadly proposed strategies to mitigate this
cellular stress by optimizing gene expression levels temporally and
in response to biological cues. While a variety of approaches for
feedback implementation exist, they are often complex and cannot
be easily manipulated. Here, we report a strategy that uses RNA
transcriptional regulators to integrate additional layers of control
over the output of natural and engineered feedback responsive circuits. Called riboregulated switchable feedback promoters (rSFPs),
these gene expression cassettes can be modularly activated using multiple mechanisms, from manual induction to autonomous
quorum sensing, allowing control over the timing, magnitude, and autonomy of expression. We develop rSFPs in Escherichia coli to
regulate multiple feedback networks and apply them to control the output of two metabolic pathways. We envision that rSFPs will
become a valuable tool for ﬂexible and dynamic control of gene expression in metabolic engineering, biological therapeutic
production, and many other applications.
KEYWORDS: gene regulation, RNA, feedback, quorum-sensing, metabolic engineering, isoprenoids
he ﬁne-tuning of gene expression to improve system
performance is a long-standing goal of synthetic biology
for applications ranging from chemical synthesis via metabolic
engineering1,2 to advanced therapeutics3 and diagnostics.4 A
nearly universal challenge within synthetic biology is the
burden and toxicity engineered genetic systems place on host
cells due to high levels of heterologous gene expression and
possible accumulation of toxic biochemical intermediates.5,6
This burden creates a selective pressure for mutations that can
break the introduced genetic system and lead to loss of
productivity, eﬀectiveness, or entire function,7 creating a
continuous need for strategies that alleviate or avoid these
pitfalls. This is a nontrivial challenge, because each application
presents unique sources of stresses that can change over time,
making it diﬃcult to ﬁnd generalizable solutions.
Current approaches to solve expression-related challenges
range from static tuning of gene expression to utilizing
dynamic gene expression control systems.8−10 For static
control, promoter strength, ribosomal binding site (RBS)
strength, plasmid copy number, or the location or number of
genetic integrations are varied and screened to ﬁnd an optimal
solution.11−16 Dynamic control systems can be implemented in
multiple ways. For example, endogenous feedback networks
can be harnessed by utilizing regulatory elements, such as
stress-response promoters, that integrate signals from natural
genetic networks to modulate mRNA synthesis in response to
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cellular cues like membrane, oxidative, pH extremes, and
nutrient deprivation stresses.17 These have been incorporated
to regulate heterologous genetic systems, leading to notable
improvements to productivity and yield for protein expression18 and engineered metabolic pathways for the production
of the artemisinin precursor amorphadiene19 and n-butanol20
as examples. Alternatively, synthetic circuits can be built using
ligand-inducible transcription factors21−23 or ribozymes24 that
sense and respond to metabolic pathway intermediates so that
expression can adapt dynamically to maintain optimal enzyme
concentration over time.9,10,25,26 Synthetic feedback circuits
have also been constructed to enable additional useful features,
such as engineered stabilized promoters that maintain constant
gene expression regardless of changes or ﬂuctuation in DNA
copy number.27
While each of the above strategies has moved the ﬁeld of
synthetic biology forward, there are still signiﬁcant limitations.
For example, hard-coded static solutions cannot adapt to
stresses that vary in time, and may no longer be optimal upon
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Figure 1. Synthetic regulation of feedback responsive promoters enables combined control of gene expression timing and tuning with feedback
regulation. (A) Commonly used constitutive promoters can be manually tuned to alter gene expression levels but are not designed to respond to
sources of toxicity, stress, and other biological signals. (B) Natural stress-response promoter and engineered feedback promoter systems use
regulatory networks to enable responsiveness to sources of toxicity, stress, and other biological signals, but gene expression timing and tuning is
diﬃcult to manipulate. (C) A switchable feedback promoter (SFP) integrates external control with feedback-responsive promoters, allowing
induction timing and tuning with inducible regulators and autonomous quorum sensing systems. (D) A riboregulated SFP (rSFP) is composed of a
feedback-responsive promoter and an RNA transcriptional switch. (E) Schematic of the small transcription activating RNA (STAR) mechanism. A
target sequence (switch symbol) is placed downstream of a feedback-responsive promoter. The transcribed target RNA is designed to fold into an
intrinsic transcription terminator hairpin that causes RNA polymerase to terminate transcription upstream of the gene to be regulated (gene OFF).
A separately transcribed STAR RNA (colored red) can bind to the target RNA, preventing hairpin formation and allowing transcription elongation
(gene ON).

additional external points of control that can tune either the
timing or overall magnitude of their transcriptional outputs
two key parameters for optimizing system performance.28
To address this limitation, we created a new regulatory motif
called a switchable feedback promoter (SFP) that combines
the properties of natural and synthetic feedback-responsive
promoter systems, with integrated regulators that oﬀer
additional control of the timing and overall magnitude of
transcriptional outputs (Figure 1A−D). The SFP concept is
general, relying on a trans-acting synthetic regulator to gate the
transcription of the feedback promoter system. Here, we focus
on utilizing small transcription activating RNAs (STARs)29 to
make riboregulated SFPs (rSFPs) in Escherichia coli, as their

inclusion of additional genetic components or within a new
environment.8 Natural dynamic feedback-responsive circuits
such as stress-response promoters could resolve this but have
not been widely adopted, as their unknown architecture and
interconnectedness to native regulatory systems makes it
diﬃcult to ﬁne-tune their behavior for speciﬁc applications.
Synthetic feedback circuits that sense pathway intermediates
are useful in speciﬁc contexts, but often do not respond to
general aspects of the cellular environment such as growth
phase, fermentation conditions, and cellular stresses that are
important sources of variation that aﬀect system performance
across many applications. A unifying limitation for both natural
and synthetic feedback systems is the diﬃculty in integrating
B
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gene regulated by the stress-response promoter in E. coli. This
sequence was followed by an mRNA region containing an RBS
and mCherry. We found that induction of PLTetO‑1-STAR
resulted in activation (∼40×) from the PgadE stress-response
promoter (Figure 2A). Additionally, we found that timing
control of PgadE expression could be achieved by delaying
induction, albeit with lower end point expression levels (Figure
2A). We characterized the transfer curve of the PgadE rSFP by
titrating inducer levels and found that it exhibited a
monotonically increasing induction proﬁle (Figure 2B),
reﬂecting the properties of the PLTetO‑1 promoter system and
providing evidence that other transfer curve proﬁles might be
achieved by selecting diﬀerent inducible promoter systems for
STAR expression.
Next, we characterized downregulation of the PgadE rSFP by
FPP accumulation. In addition to the PgadE rSFP and PLTetO‑1STAR plasmid, we coexpressed either pMevT-MBIS that
results in accumulation of FPP or pMevT-MBIS ΔMPD that is
defective in pyrophosphate decarboxylase activity involved in
conversion of mevalonate to FPP. We found the PgadE rSFP
expression was repressed over time in the presence of pMevTMBIS in comparison with pMevT-MBIS ΔMPD (Figure 2C),
while similar repression was not observed with a constitutive
promoter replacing PgadE (Figure S1).
We expanded the rSFP designs to include a library of 17
putative membrane stress-responsive promoters,20 chosen as
several had been previously identiﬁed to regulate a biofuel
transporter protein in E. coli20 and could therefore be valuable
for dynamic regulation of membrane proteins in metabolic
pathways. We found that induction of PLTetO‑1-STAR resulted
in activation from all members of the stress-response promoter
library (Figure 3A,B), exemplifying the modularity of the rSFP
concept. Eight library members were activated by >25× fold
upon induction, with a maximum activation of nearly 150×
fold (Figure S2). We characterized a subset of high-performing
rSFPs for stress-responsiveness to a model stress from the
oligosaccharyltransferase membrane protein PglB from Campylobacter jejuni32 and for other features of their expression.
The expression of each was aﬀected by PglB, with PgntK and
PompF showing the largest repression (Figure 4A,B). We
examined the transfer curves of select rSFPs (Figure S3A,B)
and found that they were monotonically increasing. Characterization of the expression proﬁle over time showed that all were
activated at the earliest measured time point (4 h) and
achieved maximal activation by ∼10 h (Figure S3C). Finally,
comparison of select rSFPs with corresponding unregulated
stress-response promoters revealed proﬁles with lower overall
end point expression levels for rSFPs (Figure S3D), due to the
incorporation of the STAR target sequence that likely exhibits
an inherent level of termination even upon STAR expression.
Previous work30 suggests that the overall rSFP expression
could be further tuned by changing plasmid copy number or
RBS strength as needed.
To demonstrate that rSFPs can be conﬁgured to control
other feedback architectures, including engineered feedback
promoter systems, we created rSFPs utilizing the recently
developed stabilized promoter system that buﬀers gene
expression from changes and ﬂuctuations in DNA copy
number using an incoherent feedforward loop (iFFL).27
Stabilized promoters work by conﬁguring promoter expression
to be responsive to a coexpressed transcription-activator-like
eﬀector (TALE) repressor. In this way, increased DNA copy
number results in increased repressor expression, which

well-deﬁned composition rules enables them to be inserted
into a gene expression construct without modiﬁcation or
disruption of the desired promoter sequence. This enables the
rSFP output to be controlled with any strategy that can
regulate the expression of the trans-acting RNA.

■

RESULTS
We report the creation and characterization of STAR-mediated
feedback responsive promoters in E. coli using both natural
stress-responsive promoters as well as engineered stabilized
promoters.27 First, we created a set of 18 stress-responsive
rSFPs by interfacing STARs with natural E. coli stress-response
promoters and placing trans-acting STAR production under
control of an inducible promoter. We then characterized select
rSFPs for their response to sources of cellular stress, including
membrane protein expression and toxic metabolite accumulation. Second, we create stabilized rSFPs and show them to
maintain constant gene expression over diﬀerent plasmid copy
numbers while simultaneously introducing inducible control.
To demonstrate the applicability of rSFPs, we next apply them
to regulate two important metabolic pathways, one for
amorphadiene, a precursor to the antimalarial artemisinin,
and the other for an oxygenated taxane precursor to the
anticancer drug Taxol. Finally, to demonstrate the use of other
control points for rSFPs, we engineer quorum sensing rSFPs
that oﬀer autonomous pathway expression regulation with
titers similar to manual induction but without costly external
inducers. Overall, rSFPs represent a novel and general strategy
to add additional points of control to feedback-responsive gene
regulation systems to enhance their use and optimizations for
broad synthetic biology applications. The rSFP methodology
works in multiple contexts and should be readily applied to
many other engineered bacterial organisms.
rSFPs Enable Inducible Control of Feedback Responsive Promoters in E. coli. We used STARs to construct
rSFPs because they exhibit low leak and high dynamic range
comparable to exemplary protein-based regulators and can be
computationally designed to not interfere with other RNA
elements required for downstream gene expression.30 STARs
activate transcription by disrupting the folding pathway of a
terminator hairpin sequence, called a target, that is placed
upstream of the gene to be regulated (Figure 1E). In the
absence of a STAR, the target region folds into an intrinsic
terminator hairpin which stops transcription before reaching
the downstream gene. When present, a STAR RNA can bind
to the 5′ portion of the terminator hairpin, preventing its
formation, and allowing transcription. rSFPs are then created
by inserting a target sequence downstream of a candidate
feedback-responsive promoter. In this way, the introduction of
the STAR/target adds an additional layer of control, gating its
transcriptional output through the regulation of STAR RNA
expression, which can be controlled using a variety of
mechanisms.
We began rSFP development with the previously characterized PgadE acid stress-response promoter that has been
shown to improve amorphadiene pathway production by
responding to accumulation of the toxic metabolite farnesyl
pyrophosphate (FPP).19 Our initial rSFP design utilized a
previously developed STAR30 under the well-characterized
inducible system TetR/PLTetO‑131 promoter to control its
expression. This STAR was interfaced with the PgadE promoter
by cloning a target sequence immediately after the promoter
and 5′ UTR, and directly before the start codon of the natural
C
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Figure 2. continued
observed for PgadE rSFP with pMevT-MBIS. Lines in A−C represent
mean values in units of arbitrary ﬂuorescence/optical density (FL/
OD) and shaded areas represent mean values ± s.d. of at least n = 16
biological replicates. Colored points represent individual data points
for each condition. FPP, farnesyl pyrophosphate. MPD, mevalonate
pyrophosphate decarboxylase.

interacts with the stabilized promoter to counter changes in
gene expression. Stabilized promoters are of interest because
they enable more precise control of gene expression by
buﬀering against changes in DNA copy number that occur over
time and between cells,34 in diﬀerent host strains,35 and in
diﬀerent growth conditions such as medium,36,37 temperature,38 and growth rate.36 Furthermore, stabilized promoter
systems are useful to buﬀer genetic constructs from changes in
copy number that are caused throughout the engineering/
optimization process, such as adding new pathway enzymes,39−41 accumulating mutations that inﬂuence plasmid
maintenance during a bioprocess,27 or integrating genes into
the host genome.27
Much like natural stress-response promoters, stabilized
promoters lack the ability to control gene expression timing,
which is critical for creating a separation of growth and
production phase in biomanufacturing processes.9 Therefore,
we applied the rSFP promoter gating concept to create
stabilized promoter rSFPs. Similar to stress-response promoter
rSFPs, a STAR target sequence was cloned immediately
downstream of a stabilized promoter to regulate expression of
an sfGFP reporter with the cognate PLTetO‑1-STAR construct
(Figure 5A, blue shaded region). For comparison, a STARregulated constitutive promoter lacking the TALE repressor
protein was also cloned to regulate expression of an sfGFP
reporter with the same PLTetO‑1-STAR construct (Figure 5A,
red shaded region). We found that induction of PLTetO‑1-STAR
resulted in activation of the stabilized promoter of ∼33×-fold
(Figure 5B, S4A, blue bars) and the STAR-regulated
constitutive promoter lacking the TALE repressor protein of
∼95×-fold (Figure 5B, S4A, red bars). It is notable that the
stabilized rSFP has lower overall expression levels than the
constitutive STAR-regulated promoter system. This is an
inherent feature of the previously developed iFFL27 utilized
here and could likely be compensated through tuning of RBS
strength,16 promoter strength,27 or use of a STAR/TARGET
pair with diﬀerent expression level features.30
To demonstrate the eﬀect of plasmid copy number on both
a STAR-regulated constitutive promoter and the stabilized
rSFP, we cloned mutants of the commonly used pSC101
plasmid backbone that exhibit a range of diﬀerent copy
numbers, between ∼2 to ∼30.27,33 We observed that the
STAR-regulated constitutive promoter system increased sfGFP
expression as the pSC101 plasmid backbone increased in copy
number, as expected. Importantly, there was negligible change
in sfGFP expression when the stabilized rSFP was expressed
from the various pSC101 mutant backbones (Figure 5B).
Interestingly, analysis of cell-to-cell variability observed across
distributions of individual ﬂow cytometry samples revealed
lower variability for stabilized rSFPs compared with STARregulated constitutive promoters at high copy numbers (Figure
S4B), an anticipated feature of iFFLs.27
Overall, these results demonstrate our ability to leverage
STARs to generate novel switchable feedback promoter

Figure 2. Creation of the PgadE rSFP. (A) Time-course characterization of the PgadE rSFP. Fluorescence characterization was performed
on E. coli DH1 transformed with plasmids encoding the PgadE rSFP
controlling mCherry expression in the absence (gray) and presence of
100 ng/mL aTc added at 0 h (orange) or 4 h (yellow). (B) The PgadE
rSFP under diﬀerent aTc induction levels measured after 6 h of
growth. (C) Responsiveness of the PgadE rSFP to FPP accumulation.
Fluorescence characterization was performed on E. coli DH1
transformed with a PLTetO‑1 inducible STAR plasmid and a plasmid
encoding the PgadE rSFP controlling mCherry expression in the
absence (gray) and presence (colored) of 100 ng/mL aTc added at
inoculation. Plasmids were coexpressed with pMevT-MBIS (FPP
production, red) or pMevT-MBIS ΔMPD (no FPP production, blue)
induced with IPTG at 2.5 h. Reduced end point expression was
D
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Figure 3. Creation of an rSFP library with unique envelope stress-responsive promoters. (A) Characterization of rSFP variants containing unique
envelope stress-response promoters. PLTetO‑1 inducible STAR expression is used to activate rSFPs containing a natural stress-response promoter
upstream of a STAR target sequence, a ribosome binding site, and a red ﬂuorescent protein (mCherry) coding sequence. (B) Fluorescence
characterization was performed on E. coli Tax1 transformed with plasmids encoding each rSFP controlling mCherry expression in the absence and
presence of 100 ng/mL aTc added at inoculation. Data in B represent mean values in units of arbitrary ﬂuorescence/optical density (FL/OD) and
error bars represent s.d. of n = 9 biological replicates. * indicate a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in FL/OD by a Welch’s t test (two-tailed,
unequal variances) (* = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.005) between no aTc and 100 ng/mL aTc conditions. P values for each condition are reported in
Table S19. Gray points represent individual data points for each condition.

geneity in production between biological replicates, but with
greater average amorphadiene titers (Figure S5A,B). While this
system would require further optimization for eventual
application, these results conﬁrm the ability of rSFPs to enable
inducible control of multigene metabolic pathway operons
expressed from a stress-response promoter. We also found that
the stabilized promoter rSFP can control the amorphadiene
pathway with similar fermentation experiments (Figure
S5C,D), however delivering relatively weak induction.
To demonstrate the modularity of rSFPs and their ability to
improve pathway expression over a previous gold-standard, we
next used them to regulate a portion of the anticancer drug
paclitaxel’s biosynthesis pathway that has been previously
reconstituted in E. coli.43 We focused on the ﬁrst P450mediated step where taxadiene is oxygenated by the membrane
anchored cytochrome P450 CYP725A4 (Figure 7A) and can
be converted to Taxol through additional enzymatic or
synthetic routes.44 Previous work has shown that expression
level of CYP725A4 and its reductase partner is critical to
achieving high titers of oxygenated taxanes in E. coli.43 A
previously optimized low-copy expression vector (p5TrcCYP725A4/tcCPR) (Figure 7A) transformed into the E. coli
Tax1 strain containing genomic modiﬁcations to maximize the
synthesis of the taxadiene precursor, produces ∼11 mg/L of
oxygenated taxanes in our experiments (Figure 7C). However,
as found before, increasing expression of the enzyme using a
medium copy expression vector (p10Trc) does not increase
titer, but causes a complete loss of pathway productivity
(Figure 7C), presumably due to the enzyme’s membrane stress
crossing a critical threshold and triggering a global response.
We hypothesized we could achieve greater pathway
productivity over the p5Trc benchmark strain by identifying
relevant rSFPs for control of CYP725A4/tcCPR. To test this,

circuits with diﬀerent underlying feedback mechanisms. Our
library provides tunable control of gene expression level by
selecting diﬀerent stress-response promoters or engineered
promoter systems and manipulating inducer concentration. In
addition, these rSFPs exhibit responsiveness to various sources
of feedback (FPP and PglB stress,19,20 transcription factor
repression27), suggesting that the additional layer of regulation
does not interfere with the feedback-responsiveness of these
promoters.
rSFPs Enable Switchable Control of Metabolic Pathway Genes with Stress-Response Promoters. We next
tested the ability of stress-response promoter rSFPs to regulate
expression of metabolic pathway genes. First, we sought to
regulate a pathway for amorphadiene biosynthesis that involves
the toxic intermediate metabolite farnesyl pyrophosphate
(FPP). In this pathway, FPP production is encoded by the
previously engineered MevT-MBIS operon with ﬁnal conversion by an amorphadiene synthase from Artemisia annua
(ADS)42 (Figure 6A). Previous work showed that the PgadE
stress-response promoter is downregulated by FPP stress and
that amorphadiene production is improved when PgadE is
conﬁgured to control expression of the MevT-MBIS pathway
for FPP synthesis.19 We constructed a variant of the MevTMBIS pathway under PgadE rSFP control and performed smallscale amorphadiene fermentations to compare these variants
with MevT-MBIS under an unregulated PgadE promoter. Upon
analysis, we found that the PgadE rSFP produced 238 ± 136
mg/L of amorphadiene, which was comparable with the
amorphadiene titer of the unregulated PgadE variant (260 ± 178
mg/L) (Figure 6B), but with the additional ability to regulate
induction that can be essential in industrial scale-up.7 In
comparison, cultivations with MevT-MBIS under control of a
STAR-regulated constitutive promoter showed more heteroE
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Figure 5. Creation of stabilized rSFPs. (A) Architecture of a STARregulated constitutive promoter (shaded red) and the stabilized rSFP
(shaded blue). Expression activation is mediated by the inducible
system PLTetO‑1-STAR vector in both cases. The stabilized rSFP uses a
previously developed coexpressed TALE repressor27 that counters
changes in gene expression from higher plasmid DNA copy number
resulting in outputs that are uniform across diﬀerent plasmids.
Constructs were cloned into SC101 plasmid variants with a range of
copy numbers. (B) Fluorescence characterization of the stabilized
rSFP system. Experiments were performed on E. coli transformed with
plasmids encoding the stabilized rSFP controlling sfGFP expression in
the absence (gray) and presence of 100 ng/mL aTc for the STARregulated constitutive promoter (red) and stabilized rSFP (blue) for
each SC101 plasmid. Bars in B represent mean values in units of
molecules of equivalent ﬂuorescein (MEFL) determined by ﬂow
cytometry and error bars represent s.d. of n = 11 biological replicates.
Color ﬁlled points represent individual data points of MEFL.

Figure 4. Analysis of feedback-responsiveness of selected stressresponse promoters to C. jejuni PglB-induced stress. (A) Schematic of
plasmids used for ﬂuorescence characterization of rSFP stress
response. PJ23119-STAR8 was used to constitutively activate expression
from select rSFP plasmids. PBAD-PglB was used to induce PglB stress.
Monitoring rSFP controlled expression of mCherry then allows the
response to PglB stress to be characterized. (B) Fluorescence
characterization of cells containing select PJ23119-STAR activated
rSFPs controlling mCherry expression, and PBAD-PglB induced with
either 0 μg/mL or 200 μg/mL L-arabinose. Pconstitutive = PJ23115. Overall
expression levels diﬀered signiﬁcantly from Figure 3 in media
conditions used for PglB expression (see Methods). Bars represent
mean values in units of arbitrary ﬂuorescence/optical density (FL/
OD) and error bars represent s.d. of n = 16 biological replicates.
Individual colored data points represent FL/OD data.

of E. coli cells containing plasmids for rSFP expression of an
mCherry reporter and the p10Trc plasmid separately
expressing CYP725A4/tcCPR, in order to monitor changes
in rSFP expression caused by membrane stress (Figure S7A).
We observed reduced expression from PompF when p10Trc was
present in place of an empty vector (Figure S7B), suggesting
that it is indeed responsive to CYP725A4/tcCPR induced
stress. A constitutive promoter control had no response as
expected (Figure S7B). Interestingly, the PmetN rSFP did not
exhibit responsiveness to CYP725A4/tcCPR expression,
despite our earlier observation that it did respond to PglB
expression (Figure 4). This ﬁnding indicates that not all rSFPs
respond to stresses in the same way and that CYP725A4/
tcCPR presents a unique stress compared to PglB, highlighting
the need to pair diﬀerent stresses to appropriate stressresponse promoters.
Controls with varied strength constitutive promoters
regulated by STARs were also run and one combination was
found to achieve similar titers to the PompF rSFP (Figure S8A−
E). This suggests that in this pathway the introduction of a
STAR to control promoter output may help contribute to

the CYP725A4/tcCPR coding sequence was introduced into
each of the 17 rSFP constructs (Figure 7B). E. coli Tax1 was
transformed with each rSFP construct and the PLTetO‑1-STAR
plasmid and tested in the context of taxadiene oxygenation
cultivations, with the STAR induced from inoculation. Using
this approach, we found that several performed well against the
p5Trc benchmark strain (Figure S6). In particular, 7 of the
rSFPs had greater titers of oxygenated taxanes than the p5Trc
strain (Figure 7C), with all also improving overall taxane
production. Furthermore, the PompF rSFP resulted in ∼2.2×
fold greater oxygenated taxanes (∼23.5 ± 4.0 mg/L) and
∼2.8× fold greater overall taxanes (29.9 ± 5.8 mg/L) than the
p5Trc strain.
To conﬁrm that rSFPs can indeed be feedback regulated by
CYP725A4/tcCPR stress, we performed ﬂuorescence analysis
F
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Figure 6. Switchable control of an amorphadiene pathway with the PgadE rSFP. (A) Amorphadiene biosynthesis schematic depicting control of the
MevT-MBIS pathway with the PgadE rSFP. The MevT module produces mevalonate from Acetyl-CoA and the MBIS module produces FPP from
mevalonate. Amorphadiene synthase (ADS) converts FPP to amorphadiene. (B) Fermentation titers with E. coli DH1 containing pTrc-ADS and
MevT-MBIS under control of the unregulated PgadE promoter or PgadE rSFP in the absence or presence of 100 ng/mL aTc added at inoculation.
Fermentations were performed in supplemented M9 minimal media with 0.5 mM IPTG added at inoculation to induce ADS expression. Bars in B
represent mean values of amorphadiene titers measured with GC-MS after 72 h of fermentation and error bars represent s.d. of n = 6 biological
replicates. Colored points represent individual data points of amorphadiene.

Figure 7. Control of a taxadiene oxygenation pathway with rSFPs. (A) Taxol biosynthesis schematic depicting an abbreviated overview of the Taxol
precursor pathway involving the toxic cytochrome P450 (CYP) 725A4 enzyme. In the E. coli strain Tax1, the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP)
pathway and taxadiene synthase/geryanlgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP) synthase (TS) module convert glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (G3P) and
pyruvate (PYR) into the 20-carbon backbone taxa-4(5),11(12)-diene (taxadiene). Taxadiene is oxygenated by the CYP725A4/tcCPR fusion
enzyme to form taxadiene-5α-ol. CYP725A4/tcCPR was initially expressed from a standard IPTG-inducible PTrc promoter in either a low copy
(p5Trc) or medium copy (p10Trc) plasmid. IPP = isopentenyl diphosphate, DMAPP = dimethylallyl diphosphate. (B) rSFPs are applied to control
CYP725A4/tcCPR utilizing the PLTetO‑1-STAR vector. (C) Fermentation titers with E. coli Tax1 containing an empty vector (−), p5Trc, p10Trc, or
an rSFP plasmid for expression of CYP725A4/tcCPR with 100 ng/mL aTc added at inoculation. Dashed line represents production of oxygenated
taxanes from p5Trc. Bars in C represent mean values of taxane titers measured with GC-MS after 96 h of fermentation and error bars represent s.d.
of at least n = 4 biological replicates. Gray ﬁlled points represent individual data points of overall taxanes, and orange ﬁlled points represent
individual data points of oxygenated taxanes.

cases with regards to total taxane production and, in the case of
the PmetN rSFP, oxygenated taxane production (Figure S8G).
We next explored how the external control oﬀered by rSFPs
can be used to further optimize induction level and timing of
stress-response promoter activity. To test this, we selected the
two best rSFP systems and performed a matrix of aTc

improved pathway performance but requires the highest
strength promoter (PapFAB45). To further explore the impact
of introducing STAR regulation, we performed fermentations
with unregulated PmetN and PompF promoters replacing the
corresponding rSFPs (Figure S8F). We observed that rSFPs
outperformed unregulated stress-response promoters in both
G
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induction at four levels (0, 16, 32, and 100 ng/mL aTc), which
were added at six diﬀerent induction times (0, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48
h) post inoculation (Figure 8A). We found that oxygenated
taxane production with both rSFPs was sensitive to induction
level and timing (Figure 8B,C, S9A,B) and that optimizing
induction of PmetN and PompF rSFPs could improve ﬁnal titers of
oxygenated taxanes further to 25.4 ± 0.9 and 25.1 ± 1.3 mg/L,
respectively, and overall taxanes to 39.0 ± 4.8 and 31.0 ± 2.9
mg/L (Figure 8D,E), representing an overall 2.4× and 2.3×
fold improvement over the previous gold standard benchmark
in terms of oxygenated taxanes, and 3.6× and 2.9× fold
improvements in terms of overall taxanes, demonstrating
potential performance advantages of inducible control in
rSFPs.
Overall, we demonstrate that the rSFP regulation concept is
modular, eﬀectively enabling inducible control and optimization of metabolic pathway production using diﬀerent stressresponse promoters and diﬀerent metabolic pathways.
Importantly, rSFPs enable tuning of expression timing and
overall magnitude of stress-response promoter output to
further enhance fermentation titers.
Quorum-Sensing Activated rSFPs Allow Autonomous
Regulation of Pathway Expression. Though inducible
systems oﬀer ﬂexibility for screening of optimal induction
timing, the cost of inducers can be prohibitive at an industrial
scale,45,46 and several eﬀorts have been carried out to design
autonomous means of induction. Quorum-sensing (QS)
systems that are activated in a cell-density dependent manner
oﬀer one such route to this behavior.47 QS systems have been
used with great utility in metabolic engineering to create a
separation of cell growth and pathway production phases
without the need for a chemical inducer and provide a natural
means for balancing carbon utilization with biomass
production.48−50 We therefore utilized this strategy within
our model pathways by leveraging the modularity of rSFPs to
be easily conﬁgured to utilize diﬀerent input systems.
Speciﬁcally, we chose the PLux promoter that is activated by
the LuxR transcriptional activator upon suﬃcient production
of the C6-homoserine lactone (HSL) signaling molecule,51
since we had previously used PLux/LuxRto control STAR
production.30 In addition, we chose the EsaI HSL synthase52
because it had previously been used successfully in metabolic
engineering applications.49 We cloned a STAR under control
of PLux and integrated an operon with the EsaI and LuxR into
the genome of the E. coli DH1 or Tax1 to create DH1-QS and
Tax1-QS strains (Figure 9A). When plasmids encoding the
expression of PLux-STAR and the PgadE rSFP controlling
mCherry expression were transformed into E. coli DH1 or
DH1-QS, we found that activation only occurred in the
engineered DH1-QS strain containing EsaI and LuxR (Figure
9B). Similarly, transformation of a PLux-STAR vector and the
PompF rSFP into E. coli Tax1 or Tax1-QS resulted in mCherry
ﬂuorescence activation only in Tax1-QS (Figure 9C). These
QS-activated rSFPs produced mCherry autonomously over
time with comparable fold activation to manual induction with
PLTetO‑1.
To demonstrate that QS-activated rSFPs could be used to
autonomously control the expression of metabolic pathway
enzymes, we applied the PgadE QS-activated rSFP to control
expression of MevT-MBIS within the amorphadiene pathway
and the PompF QS-activated rSFP to control CYP725A4/
tcCPR expression within the taxadiene oxygenation pathway.
Cultivations were performed by inoculating cell cultures into
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Figure 8. Induction optimization of the best performing taxadiene
oxygenation rSFP strains. (A) Conditions of aTc induction level and
timing used for rSFP CYP725A4/tcCPR expression optimization.
(B,C) Induction level and timing optimization of fermentations with
E. coli Tax1 containing the (B) PmetN or (C) PompF rSFP controlling
CYP725A4/tcCPR. Heatmaps show mean values of oxygenated
taxane titers measured with GC-MS for diﬀerent combinations of aTc
concentration and induction time after 96 h of fermentation. (D,E)
Fermentation titers with E. coli Tax1 containing the (D) PmetN or (E)
PompF rSFP without aTc induction, with aTc induction before
optimization (100 ng/mL aTc at 0 h), and with aTc induction after
optimization. Dashed line represents production of oxygenated
taxanes from p5Trc in Figure 7C. Bars in D, E represent mean
values of taxane titers measured with GC-MS after 96 h of
fermentation and error bars represent s.d. of at least n = 4 biological
replicates. Gray ﬁlled points represent individual data points of overall
taxanes, and orange ﬁlled points represent individual data points of
oxygenated taxanes. P-values indicate a statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence in oxygenated taxane production by a Welch’s t test
(two-tailed, unequal variances) between the unoptimized and
optimized conditions.
H
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DISCUSSION
Here we report the development, characterization, and
application of switchable feedback promoters that enable an
additional synthetic layer of control over natural stressresponse promoters and engineered feedback promoter
systems. Stress-response promoters are a promising route to
achieving dynamic control of heterologous metabolic pathways
by acting as sensor-actuators to stresses caused by pathway
expression, intermediate metabolites, and other fermentation
conditions.19,20 While stress-response promoters have previously been shown to improve production of desired
chemicals by regulating expression in response to toxic
pathway intermediates and enzymes, their use is constrained
by their complexity in terms of their speciﬁc signaling pathways
and regulatory architecture, which may not be fully understood. This has led to a lack of control over the timing and
overall magnitude of their transcriptional output, which is
essential to achieving a separation of growth phase and
production phase in large-scale fermentations.7,53 This same
limitation is also true of many engineered promoter systems,
including stabilized promoters that buﬀer gene expression from
changes in copy number.27
By design, the rSFP concept enables switchable control by
introducing an additional regulatory layer within the natural or
engineered feedback pathway by gating stress-response
promoter outputs with trans-acting RNA regulators. The use
of an exogenous small molecule-inducible system to control
RNA regulator synthesis allows modiﬁcation of the timing and
overall magnitude of the feedback promoter outputs.
Furthermore, the use of QS systems allows the autonomous
activation of rSFPs in a cell-density dependent manner. In this
way, rSFPs are a composable element and have modularity at
the level of their activation inputs, gene expression outputs,
and the types of stresses they can respond to through changing
of the regulated feedback promoter. By utilizing transcriptional
RNA regulators, rSFPs oﬀer the ﬂexible implementation of
controllable feedback networks in a single compact locus that
is convenient for expression of operons. However, translational
RNA regulators such as toehold switches54 or antisense
RNAs,55 conﬁgured to appropriately regulate the individual
genes within an operon, could be used with similar results.
Although transcriptional activation is expected to be optimal in
many applications, an additional beneﬁt of the rSFP system is
the ﬂexible ability to swap transcriptional activation of STARs
with alternative modalities for transcriptional repression.56,57
Alternative technologies, such as CRISPR interference,58
would be diﬃcult to implement to control stress-response
promoter outputs in metabolic pathways due to the need for
expressing additional burdensome components (e.g., dCas9)
and the reliance on repression, rather than activation aﬀorded
by STARs. Along these lines, technologies such as the burdendriven feedback controller that leverages stress-response
promoters to dynamically regulate CRISPR gRNAs18 could
be enhanced by our rSFP approach by enabling inducible
control of gRNA expression while maintaining burden-driven
feedback.
We demonstrate that rSFPs are both modular and tunable
the rSFP concept can be applied to many unique stressresponse promoters as well as the engineered stabilized
promoter system in a plug-and-play fashion, activator inputs
can be easily interchanged, and activated output levels can be
modulated by titrating inducer concentrations. To demonstrate

Figure 9. Characterization of autonomous quorum-sensing rSFPs.
(A) Schematic showing the PLux rSFP activation system in the
presence of EsaI and LuxR to allow autonomous control of pathway
expression. LuxR is activated by C6-HSL produced by the EsaI HSL
synthase upon suﬃcient accumulation due to an increase in cell
density. LuxR activation results in STAR production from the PLux
promoter, thereby activating rSFP expression. (B,C) Fluorescence
experiments showing autonomous activation of mCherry expression
over time with (B) the PgadE rSFP transformed in E. coli DH1 or E. coli
DH1-QS and (C) the PompF rSFP transformed in E. coli Tax1 or E. coli
Tax1-QS. Lines in B, C represent mean values in units of arbitrary
ﬂuorescence/optical density (FL/OD) and shaded areas represent
mean values ± s.d. of at least n = 9 biological replicates. Colored
points represent individual data points for each condition.

media without addition of exogenous inducer. Upon
cultivation and analysis, we found that QS-based activation
in both systems resulted in comparable titers of amorphadiene
or oxygenated taxanes to those obtained from manual
induction (Figure 10). Importantly, this was achieved with a
completely autonomous genetic feedback network without the
need for costly inducers and, for the oxygenated taxane
pathway, this represented a 2×-fold improvement over the
previous gold standard. These results demonstrate the
composability of rSFPs, showing that QS systems can be
conﬁgured to autonomously activate expression of rSFPs to
regulate metabolic pathways with favorable performance when
compared to manually induced rSFP conﬁgurations.
I
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Figure 10. Autonomous control of metabolic pathways with quorum-sensing rSFPs. (A) Schematic showing the PLux rSFP activation system in the
presence of EsaI and LuxR to allow autonomous control of pathway expression. (B) Amorphadiene fermentation titers with the PgadE rSFP
controlling MevT-MBIS expression and pTrc-ADS. Left: E. coli DH1 (without QS insert) containing a PLTetO‑1-STAR plasmid induced by aTc;
middle: E. coli DH1 containing a PLux-STAR plasmid; right: E. coli DH1-QS containing a PLux-STAR plasmid. (C) Oxygenated taxadiene
fermentation titers with the PompF rSFP controlling CYP725A4/tcCPR expression. Left, middle, and right bars contain same conditions as A, but for
oxygenated taxadiene fermentations in E. coli Tax1. Dashed line represents production of oxygenated taxanes from p5Trc in Figure 7C. Bars in A
represent mean values amorphadiene titers measured with GC-MS after 72 h of fermentation and error bars represent s.d. of n = 6 biological
replicates. Color ﬁlled points represent individual data points. Bars in B represent mean values taxane titers measured with GC-MS after 96 h of
fermentation and error bars represent s.d. of n = 4 biological replicates. Gray ﬁlled points represent individual data points of overall taxanes, and
orange ﬁlled points represent individual data points of oxygenated taxanes.

hosts such as Pseudomonas putida, Bacillus subtilis, or
Acinetobacter baylyi. However, future development of RNA
transcriptional regulators or implementing rSFPs with other
types of genetic control could be used to adapt the concept for
yeast or other organisms.
Notably, we found that all 18 of the stress-response
promoters, and the stabilized promoter, were activated
signiﬁcantly, strongly suggesting that the concept can be
used with new feedback promoters as they are discovered in
nature or engineered. In the case where an individual promoter
does not perform well in rSFPs, which can be caused by extra
5′ UTR sequence downstream of the stress-response promoter,
alternative STAR/target pairs30 may be screened or the extra
5′ UTR may be trimmed for improved fold activation.
Characterization of selected promoters under stress caused

their utility in the context of optimizing metabolic pathway
production, we applied rSFPs to regulate expression of a
multigene operon in amorphadiene biosynthesis and a toxic
cytochrome P450 enzyme in a synthetic Taxol precursor
pathway in E. coli,43,59 enabling inducible control of pathway
expression and improvements in production of the desired
oxygenated taxane. We also showed that optimizing rSFP
induction timing and magnitude in the oxygenated taxane
fermentation enabled additional improvements, highlighting an
advantage of the rSFP system to enable the control of pathway
expression timing. We next showed that rSFPs can be
controlled by QS systems that do not require addition of an
exogenous inducer, enabling fully autonomous control of
pathway expression. We developed rSFPs in E. coli and the
system is likely adaptable to bacterial metabolic engineering
J
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(ﬁrst round) or growth on sucrose and colony PCR (second
round). Insertion of the complete EsaI-LuxR operon was
conﬁrmed by Sanger sequencing.
Strains, Growth Media, in Vivo Bulk Fluorescence
Measurements. Fluorescence characterization experiments
for all envelope stress-response promoters (Figure 3B, 4B, 9C)
were performed in E. coli strain Tax143 containing the synthetic
pathway for taxadiene biosynthesis or modiﬁed Tax1-QS
containing the QS operon. Experiments involving the PgadE
promoter (Figure 2A−C, 9B) were performed in E. coli strain
DH1 (F− λ− endA1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 thi-1 gln V44
hsdR17(rK−mK−)) or modiﬁed DH1-QS containing the QS
operon. Experiments were performed for at least 7 biological
replicates collected over two separate days. For each day of
ﬂuorescence measurements, plasmid combinations were transformed into chemically competent E. coli cells and plated on
LB+Agar (Difco) plates containing combinations of 100 μg/
mL carbenicillin, 34 μg/mL chloramphenicol and/or 50 μg/
mL spectinomycin depending on plasmids used (see Table S13
for plasmids used in each experiment), and incubated
approximately 17 h (h) overnight at 37 °C. Plates were
taken out of the incubator and left at room temperature for
approximately 7 h. Three colonies were used to inoculate three
cultures of 300 μL of LB containing antibiotics at the
concentrations described above in a 2 mL 96-well block
(Costar), and grown for approximately 17 h overnight at 37 °C
at 1,000 rpm in a VorTemp 56 (Labnet) benchtop shaker.
Figure 2B, 3B: 4 μL of each overnight culture were added to
196 μL (1:50 dilution) of supplemented M9 minimal media (1
× M9 minimal salts, 1 mM thiamine hydrochloride, 0.4%
glycerol, 0.2% casamino acids, 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2)
containing the selective antibiotics and grown for 6 h at the
same conditions as the overnight culture. Appropriate
concentrations of anhydrotetracycline (Sigma) were added to
culture media as indicated. Figure 2A, 2C, 9B, 9C: 20 μL of
each overnight culture were added to 980 μL of M9 minimal
media containing selective antibiotics and grown for 24 h at 37
°C. Periodic samples of 10−200 μL of culture were collected
for characterization by bulk ﬂuorescence measurements. Figure
4B: 4 μL of each overnight culture were added to 196 μL of LB
media containing selective antibiotics and grown for 2.5 h at 37
°C. 200 μg/mL L-arabinose was added to appropriate
conditions at 2.5 h. After another 4 h of growth at 37 °C,
100 μL were sampled for characterization by bulk ﬂuorescence
measurements. For all bulk ﬂuorescence measurements: 10−
200 μL of sampled culture were transferred to a 96-well plate
(Costar) containing 0−190 μL of phosphate buﬀered saline
(PBS). Fluorescence (FL) and optical density (OD) at 600 nm
were then measured using a Synergy H1 plate reader (Biotek).
The following settings were used: mCherry ﬂuorescence (560
nm excitation, 630 nm emission).
Bulk Fluorescence Data Analysis. On each 96-well block
there were two sets of controls; a media blank and E. coli Tax1
cells transformed with combination of control plasmids
JBL002 and JBL644 (blank cells) and thus not expressing
mCherry (Table S12). The block contained three replicates of
each control. OD and FL values for each colony were ﬁrst
corrected by subtracting the corresponding mean values of the
media blank. The ratio of FL to OD (FL/OD) was then
calculated for each well (grown from a single colony) and the
mean FL/OD of blank cells was subtracted from each colony’s
FL/OD value. Three biological replicates were collected from
independent transformations, with three colonies characterized

by buildup of a toxic intermediate metabolite or expression of
toxic proteins showed that rSFPs remain responsive to stress as
expected based on the behavior of unregulated stress-response
promoters. These features allow rapid screening of rSFP
libraries within combinatorial strain engineering procedures60
that could be used by industry to identify eﬀective
implementations of dynamic control by capturing the unique
temporal proﬁles and feedback responsiveness of diﬀerent
stress-response promoters. In addition, the ability of rSFPs to
naturally adapt to an optimal expression level may allow for
rapid prototyping of potentially toxic enzymes and pathways
without the requisite need to ﬁrst balance expression levels
with constitutive static regulatorsspeeding the pace of
pathway construction for new chemical products, especially if
rSFPs become well characterized for use with speciﬁc types of
stress.
Dynamic pathway regulation is a promising approach in the
construction of genetic systems but can be diﬃcult to
implement. The rSFP strategy enables modular and tunable
control of natural and engineered feedback-responsive
promoters that have sophisticated transcriptional responses
to a range of cellular stresses and cues. Due to their simplicity,
we envision that the rSFP concept will enable streamlined
implementation of dynamic regulation into metabolic pathways. Furthermore, given their modularity, we imagine rSFPs
will be useful for dynamic control in other applications, such as
high-level expression of diﬃcult or toxic proteins, living
therapeutics,3 and cellular diagnostics4 where endogenous
and engineered promoters could be used as sensor-actuators
for numerous environments.

■

METHODS
Plasmid Assembly. All plasmids used in this study can be
found in Table S13 with key sequences provided in Tables S13
and S14. Gibson assembly and inverse PCR (iPCR) was used
for construction of all plasmids. All assembled plasmids were
veriﬁed using DNA sequencing. rSFPs for the 17 envelope
stress-response promoters and the stabilized promoter all used
STAR/target variant 8 and the PgadE rSFP used STAR/target
variant 3. The downstream end of each stress-response
promoter was deﬁned as the 5′ adjacent nucleotide to the
start codon of its endogenously regulated gene. Cognate
STARs were cloned in a second PLTetO‑1 or PLux plasmid.
Integration of QS Operon into the E. coli Genome.
Strains containing genomic insertions of the EsaI-LuxR operon
were created using the clonetegration61 platform for creation of
E. coli Tax1-QS or λ Red recombineering62 for E. coli DH1-QS
as summarized in Table S15. For clonetegration, the HK022
plasmid was used to integrate constructs into the attB site of
the E. coli genome. Successful integrations were identiﬁed by
antibiotic selection and colony PCR according to the published
protocol. For recombineering, double-stranded DNA fragments ﬂanked upstream and downstream by 40 bp of
homology to the attB site were generated for both the catsacB cassette and the EsaI-LuxR operon. Homology to the attB
site was included in oligos and appended to each insert via
PCR. The cat-sacB cassette was ampliﬁed from a puriﬁed E. coli
TUC01 genome. E. coli DH1 carrying the pSIM6 plasmid was
subjected to two rounds of recombineering according to the
published protocol.62 The ﬁrst round inserted the cat-sacB
cassette at the attB locus, and the second round replaced the
cat-sacB cassette with the EsaI-LuxR operon. Successful
integrations were identiﬁed by resistance to chloramphenicol
K
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Small-Scale “Hungate” Fermentation. Small-scale
fermentation assays were used to quantify oxygenated taxanes
and taxadiene production in E. coli Tax1 or Tax1-QS.
Experiments were performed with six biological replicates
collected over three independent experiments (Figure 7C) or
four biological replicates collected over two independent
experiments (Figure 8B, 8C, 8D, 8E, 10C). For each
experiment, plasmid combinations (Table S12) were transformed into chemically competent E. coli cells and plated on
LB+Agar (Difco) plates containing appropriate antibiotics
(100 μg/mL carbenicillin, 34 μg/mL chloramphenicol and/or
50 μg/mL spectinomycin). Plates were incubated approximately 17 h overnight at 30 °C. Individual colonies were
inoculated into culture tubes containing LB and appropriate
antibiotics and incubated at 30 °C for roughly 16 h overnight
to achieve an approximate OD600 of 3. For 2 mL batch
fermentations, 50 μL of overnight cells were added to 1.95 mL
of complete R-media (Tables S16−S18) and appropriate
antibiotics in glass hungate tubes (ChemGlass). 0.1 mM IPTG
was added for induction of the upstream pathway enzymes and
p5Trc/p10Trc expression. 16−100 ng/mL aTc was added, as
indicated, to induce PLTetO‑1-STAR activated rSFPs. A 10% v/v
dodecane layer (200 μL) was added in all fermentations.
Hungate tubes were sealed with a rubber septum and plastic
screwcap (ChemGlass). PrecisionGlide 18G hypodermic
needles (BD) were inserted into the rubber septa to allow
for gas exchange. Hungate tubes were incubated at 22 °C and
250 rpm for 96 h. After the fermentations were completed, the
culture was centrifuged to collect the dodecane overlay. This
overlay was subsequently diluted into hexane for analytical
procedures described below.
GC-MS Analysis. Dodecane samples collected from batch
fermentations were diluted at a ratio of 1:20 (for taxadiene
fermentations) or 1:200 (for amorphadiene fermentations) in
n-hexane containing 5 mg/L β-caryophyllene. The 5 mg/L βcaryophyllene was utilized as a standard to calculate titer of
taxadiene and oxygenated taxanes. GC-MS analysis was
performed with an Agilent 7890 GC and Agilent HP-5 msUI column (Ultra Inert, 30 m, 0.25 mm, 025 μm, 7 in cage).
Helium was utilized as a carrier gas at a ﬂow rate of 1 mL/min
and the sample injection volume was 1 μL. The splitless
method begins at 50 °C hold for 1 min followed by a 10 °C/
min ramp to 200 °C and a ﬁnal 5 °C/min ramp to 270 °C
(ﬁnal ramp excluded for amorphadiene analysis). Mass
spectroscopy data was collected for 22.5 min with an 11 min
solvent delay. m/z values ranging from 40 to 500 were scanned
with a scan time of 528 ms. MassHunter Workstation
Qualitative Analysis software (vB.06.00) was utilized to
integrate peaks on the chromatograms and determine their
respective mass spectra (Figure S10). The ratio of peak area of
taxadiene (m/z 272) and amorphadiene (m/z 204) to the
standard β-caryophyllene (m/z 204) was used to calculate titer
of taxadiene and amorphadiene, while the ratio of the sum of
all peaks of oxygenated taxanes (m/z 288) to β-caryophyllene
was used to calculate titer of the oxygenated taxanes. Overall
taxanes were calculated by summing taxadiene and oxygenated
taxane titers for each sample. Means of titers were calculated
over replicates and error bars represent s.d.

per transformation (9 colonies total). Occasional wells were
discarded due to poor growth (OD < 0.1 at measurement);
however, all samples contained at least 7 replicates over the
three experiments. Means of FL/OD were calculated over
replicates and error bars represent standard deviations (s.d.).
Fold activation was calculated as FL/OD for each colony
grown with 100 ng/mL aTc over the same colony with 0 ng/
mL aTc. Means of fold activation were calculated over
replicates and error bars represent standard deviations (s.d.).
Flow Cytometry Data Collection and Analysis for
sfGFP Fluorescence Analysis of Stabilized rSFP Variants. All ﬂow cytometry experiments were performed in
E. coli strain TG1 (F′traD36 lacIq Delta(lacZ) M15 pro A+B
+/supE Delta(hsdM-mcrB)5 (rk− mk− McrB−) thi Delta(lacproAB)). Plasmid combinations were transformed into chemically competent E. coli cells, plated on Difco LB+Agar plates
containing 100 μg/mL carbenicillin and 34 μg/mL chloramphenicol (see Table S12 for plasmids used in each
experiment), and grown overnight at 37 °C. Following
overnight incubation, plates were left at room temperature
for approximately 7 h. Individual colonies were grown
overnight in LB, then diluted 1:50 into M9 minimal media.
After 6 h, cells were diluted 1:100 in 1× Phosphate Buﬀered
Saline (PBS) containing 2 mg/mL kanamycin. A BD Accuri
C6 Plus ﬂow cytometer ﬁtted with a high-throughput sampler
was then used to measure sfGFP ﬂuorescence. Measurements
were taken for 11 biological replicates collected over two
separate experiments on diﬀerent days.
Flow cytometry data analysis was performed using FlowJo
(v10.4.1). Cells were gated by FSC-A and SSC-A, and the
same gate was used for all samples prior to calculating the
geometric mean ﬂuorescence for each sample. All ﬂuorescence
measurements were converted to Molecules of Equivalent
Fluorescein (MEFL) using CS&T RUO Beads (BD
cat#661414). The average ﬂuorescence (MEFL) over replicates of cells expressing empty plasmids (pJBL001 and
pJBL002) was then subtracted from each measured ﬂuorescence value. Robust CV was calculated for each measurement using FlowJo (v10.7.1).
Amorphadiene Fermentation. Small-scale batch fermentations were used to evaluate amorphadiene production.
Experiments were performed with at least 5 biological
replicates over two independent experiments. E. coli DH1
cells were transformed with PTrc-ADS (subcloned into the
pCDF vector), the appropriate MevT-MBIS plasmid, and the
PLTetO‑1-STAR or PLux-STAR plasmid as appropriate. An
inadvertent T303N mutation was present in the MK gene of
all MevT-MBIS plasmid variants used in this study. Individual
colonies were inoculated into culture tubes containing LB and
appropriate antibiotics and incubated at 37 °C for roughly 16 h
overnight to achieve an approximate OD600 of 3. 125 μL of
overnight cells were inoculated into tubes of 4.875 mL
supplemented M9 minimal media (1 × M9 minimal salts, 1
mM thiamine hydrochloride, 0.2% casamino acids, 2 mM
MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2) with 1% glucose and a 10% dodecane
overlay to capture amorphadiene. Cultures were induced with
0.5 mM IPTG and 100 ng/mL aTc as appropriate. Tubes were
incubated at 37 °C and 250 rpm for 72 h. After the
fermentations were complete, the cultures were centrifuged to
collect the dodecane overlay. These overlays were subsequently diluted into hexane for analytical procedures described
below.
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rSFP, riboregulated switchable feedback promoter; RBS,
ribosomal binding site; STAR, small transcription activating
RNA; FPP, farnesyl pyrophosphate; aTc, anhydrotetracycline;
HSL, homoserine lactone; IPP, isopentenyl diphosphate,
DMAPP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; MEP, methylerythritol
phosphate; GGPP, geryanlgeranyl diphosphate G3P, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; PYR, pyruvate.
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